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	In my recent e-book #OccupyIT: A Technology Manifesto for the Cloud, Mobile,

	and Social Era (http://www.aiim.org/occupyIT), I talk about the revolutionary

	changes that are impacting how we make enterprise technology decisions.





	On the one hand, we have "the business," awed and impressed by the changes and speed of implementation in the consumer technology space (think Facebook, Google, Twitter), asking their IT departments why enterprise technology has to be so "old fashioned," why implementation needs to take so long, and why enterprise technology has to be so darn expensive.





	On the other hand, we have "IT", struggling to maintain order amidst the chaos, and struggling with expectations from "the business" that are escalating exponentially. IT spending by IT is flat, while IT spending by "the business" is increasing significantly. Clearly the traditional world of enterprise IT is changing.





	In many ways, the cloud and open source revolutions are two sides of the same coin. They stem from the desire to buy technology "by the glass," to buy technology in which the release cycles are frequent and manageable rather than long and frightening, and you can "try before you buy" (and especially before you scale!).





	According to a recent global CIO survey, 60 percent of organizations are ready to embrace cloud computing over the next five years as a means of growing their businesses and achieving a competitive advantage. The figure is nearly twice the number of CIOs who said they would utilize the cloud in the previous study.





	The impact of the cloud and open source, though, will be massive beyond the immediate revenues that will be classified in industry studies as cloud and open source because they fundamentally change the way we look at IT services, how we pay for these services within our organization (capital spending versus operating), and how we view upgrade paths (and who is responsible for these upgrades). Organizations that do not incorporate rapid and flexible implementation and adoption models into their thinking do so at their own peril.
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Making Use of JavaScriptJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Learn how to spice up your Web site by mastering the power of JavaScript to create interactive Web pages
In order to create highly dynamic and interactive Web sites, more and more companies are hiring experts to incorporate scripting languages. JavaScript is one such language that while easy to master, enables you to add new life to the Web....
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The Frontiers of Project Management ResearchProject Management Institute, 2002
Project management is a field rich in diversity, defined by dynamic change, and filled with adventure. Nowhere is this truth more evident than in the latest offering from the Project Management Institute.

Frontiers of Project Management Research—like all well-designed research studies—begins with a review of the literature...
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The Official CHFI Study Guide (Exam 312-49)Syngress Publishing, 2007
This is the only official, EC-Council-endorsed CHFI (Computer Hacking Forensics Investigator) study guide. It was written for security professionals, systems administrators, IT consultants, legal professionals, IT managers, police and law enforcement personnel studying for the CHFI certification, and professionals needing the skills to identify an...
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Testing .NET Application Blocks   First EditionMicrosoft Press, 2005
This guide presents recommendations on how to test .NET application blocks during their development life cycle, during customization, and during their integration with an application. The recommended process can be easily used no matter what software development life cycle you use to develop, customize, and integrate these...
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Flex Solutions: Essential Techniques for Flex 2 and 3 DevelopersFriends of Ed, 2007
Flex is the quickest and most effective technology for the creation of Rich Internet Applications for the Web. Its extensive library of components and totally customizable framework, combined with the ubiquity of Flash Player, has guaranteed its success.
The ecosystem of products that rotate around Flex 2 and Flex 3 is really broad. Flex...
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Competitive Intelligence: Gathering, Analysing And Putting It to WorkGower, 2005

	Every business manager needs intelligence to find suppliers, mobilize capital, win customers and fend off rivals. Obtaining this is often an unplanned, instinctive process. The manager who has a conscious, systematic approach to acquiring intelligence will be better placed to recognize and seize opportunities whilst safeguarding the...
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